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From
the

Director
I

t’s been a wild — and dangerous
— few months with a brutal
heatwave nationwide, a recordsetting fire season in Alaska and
extreme flooding in Yellowstone
National Park. Oh, and by the way, a
major drought is in play in the West
and has spread eastward quite
rapidly. While some areas have
gotten relief recently after a dry start
to the year, large swaths of the
country remain in drought, and
communities are feeling the effects.
This issue of DroughtScape
Mark Svoboda
features a cover photo taken from
our ever-growing database of usersubmitted images in NDMC’s Condition Monitoring Observation
Reports. This image comes from El Dorado County, California
where observers are reporting widespread tree death, poor
water quality and high fire risk. We’re getting reports like that
frequently from across the country.
Despite what a busy drought monitoring season it’s been,
though, the NDMC is continuing to build new tools and
relationships to help communities prepare for drought, which
you can read about in this edition. We’re excited to announce
that we’ve kicked off our first project with the Department of
Defense, receiving $1 million to build a Global Composite
Drought Indicator (p. 8). Bringing together physical measures of
drought and water availability and socioeconomic measures of
vulnerability, we’re trying to see if we can use weather and
climate to better predict civil unrest.
We also have two new tools that will make NDMC data more
available and accessible. The County Drilldown (p. 13) helps
people visualize the local story of drought more clearly by
highlighting county-level U.S. Drought Monitor data. Meanwhile,
the Overview of Weather, Water, Land Sites, or OWWLS (p. 9),
maps the location of weather stations, stream gauges and more
across much of the West. Identifying where these stations are
can inform where to put future stations and target volunteer
recruitment. OWWLS was developed in collaboration with the
U.S. Department of Agriculture Climate Hubs, an important
partner in the Southwest Drought Learning Network, which
recently met (in-person again!) for their annual meeting (p. 11).
Finally, we have a couple new additions to the team, one
temporary and one permanent. Marleen Lam, a visiting student
from the Netherlands, joined us this spring as part of her
master’s research on crowdsourced monitoring data (p. 14). I
also want to welcome our newest staff member, Leah Campbell,
our new communications specialist. Leah will be helping share
the center’s work with the public. Check out some of her first
stories for us in this packed edition of DroughtScape! ❍
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SECOND QUARTER 2022 CLIMATE SUMMARY
Second quarter sees some drought relief in the
Northwest, but conditions degraded elsewhere
Curtis Riganti
NDMC climatologist
Drought classifications are based
on the U.S. Drought Monitor.
Details on the extent and severity
of drought are online:
droughtmonitor.unl.edu.
The outlook integrates existing
conditions with forecasts from
the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration’s
Climate Prediction Center:
www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov.

National Summary

D

rought continued in much
of the west-central and
southwest contiguous U.S.
between April and the end of
June, though drought conditions
eased across parts of the
Northwest. Drought and
abnormal dryness also covered
parts of the Central and Southern
Great Plains, especially the
western half of the region into
northeast Nebraska. Mostly shortterm drought and abnormal
dryness was developing and
expanding late in the period
across parts of the Midwest,
South, Southeast and New
England. Conditions degraded in
much of central, south-central
and southwest Alaska. Conditions
in Puerto Rico mostly worsened
from April to June, especially in
the eastern half of the island.
Hawaii saw a mix of
improvements and degradations,
with mostly improvements
occurring on the Big Island.

Changes in U.S. Drought Monitor categories between April 5 and June 28, 2022,
show ongoing drought in much of the west-central and Southwest U.S.,
expanding dryness across the eastern half of the country and drought relief in
the Northwest. (Map from the U.S. Drought Monitor, droughtmonitor.unl.edu)

National Drought Stats
During the second quarter of
2022, from April 5 to June 28, the
coverage of abnormal dryness or
worse conditions increased from
58.1 to 65%. The coverage of
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At the end of the second quarter, as of June 28, over 42% of the U.S. was in
moderate drought or worse. (Map from the U.S. Drought Monitor,
droughtmonitor.unl.edu)
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moderate or worse drought,
though, decreased from 48.1 to
42.5%. The coverage of severe or
worse drought dropped from 36.2
to 27.6%. The coverage of
extreme or worse drought was
almost the same at the end of the
quarter as at the beginning,
starting at 14.6% and ending at
14.7%, though coverage reached
a maximum of 18.1% during the
middle of May. The area of
exceptional drought increased,
rising from 1.8 to 3.2%. The
population affected by drought
increased from roughly 104.4
million 109 million people.

National Precipitation
Between April and June, dry
weather continued across
Nevada and Utah, much like the
first quarter of 2022. Belownormal precipitation also
occurred in northwest Iowa and
northeast Nebraska, as well as
western Kansas, northeast
Colorado, southwest Nebraska
and southeast Wyoming. Swaths
of the eastern half of the
contiguous U.S. also experienced
drier-than-normal weather,
especially in parts of Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky, western
Tennessee, northern Mississippi,
southwest Louisiana, North
Carolina and coastal Georgia.
Parts of central Texas and central
Montana also had below-normal
precipitation during the second
quarter.
Due to an early and active
start to the North American
Monsoon, above-normal
precipitation fell in south-central
and southwest New Mexico and
adjacent southeast Arizona.
Above-normal precipitation also
occurred in parts of North Dakota
and northern Minnesota. Heavy
rainfall, responsible for flooding
at Yellowstone National Park in
early June, fell in northwest
Wyoming and adjacent southern
Montana. Above-normal
precipitation also fell in most of
Washington, Oregon and the
Idaho Panhandle, easing dry
conditions there.
With some exceptions,
precipitation was below-to-wellbelow-normal in Alaska,
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The 3-month Standardized Precipitation Index for April through June 2022
shows deviations from normal precipitation totals for the same period in
previous years. (Map from the High Plains Regional Climate Center)

Temperature anomalies compared to normal values for the second
quarter followed a rough north-south gradient. (Map from the High
Plains Regional Climate Center)
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especially in the south-central
and southwest parts of the state.
Precipitation departures in
Hawaii varied substantially, with
mostly wetter-than-normal
weather on the Big Island, drier
weather on Oahu and a mix
elsewhere. Rainfall in Puerto Rico
was mostly below normal, with
northwest Puerto Rico suffering
the driest conditions compared to
what’s typical for the quarter.

National Temperature
During the second quarter of
2022, temperature anomalies
generally aligned in a north-south
gradient. Compared to normal for
the April to June period, the
warmest temperatures occurred
in Texas, where temperatures
from 4 to 6 degrees Fahrenheit
above normal were common,
with isolated spots checking in
between 6 and 8 degrees above
normal. Across much of the
south-central and southwest
contiguous U.S., temperatures 2
to 4 degrees above normal were
also common. Below-normal
temperatures covered much of
the Northern Great Plains and
Northwest. From northern
Minnesota westward to Oregon,
temperatures were generally 2 to
4 degrees cooler than normal.
Isolated spots in Idaho,
Washington, Oregon, Montana
and North Dakota came in at 4 to
6 degrees below normal for the
period. Elsewhere in the
contiguous U.S., with some local
exceptions, temperatures were
generally within a couple degrees
of normal when averaged over
the second quarter. Central and
east-central Alaska were
generally 1 to 4 degrees cooler
than normal during the second

The three-month drought outlook anticipates some improvement in
conditions in the Southwest and Southeast, but also large swaths of
drought development across the West and Midwest. (Map from NOAA’s
Climate Prediction Center)

quarter, while south-central
Alaska was 1 to 3 degrees warmer
than normal.

National Outlook
From July through
September, the National Weather
Service Climate Prediction Center
is forecasting drought conditions
to improve, or be removed
entirely, in New Mexico
(excluding the far eastern plains),
most of Arizona and the southern
reaches of Utah and southwest
Colorado. Drought improvement
or removal is also forecast in
southern Louisiana and the
upper Texas Gulf Coast, as well as
in Georgia, South Carolina, North

Carolina and New England.
Drought improvement or renewal
is similarly anticipated in Puerto
Rico. On the other hand, drought
development is forecast in parts
of the Middle and Lower
Mississippi River valleys and in
the Lower Ohio and Tennessee
River valleys, as well as in other
parts of the Midwest and South.
Drought development is also
forecast in central Colorado, the
rest of Texas and on the eastern
periphery of the ongoing drought
in the Central Great Plains.
Finally, drought development is
forecast in parts of Hawaii. ❍

MONTHLY DROUGHT AND IMPACT SUMMARIES
For a more detailed review of conditions, please visit:
drought.unl.edu/Publications/MonthlySummary.aspx
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2ND QUARTER 2022 DROUGHT IMPACT SUMMARY
Historic drought continued in the West, and flash
drought appeared in the eastern U.S. during the
second quarter
Denise Gutzmer
NDMC Drought Impacts Specialist

A

s spring transitioned to
summer, the poor
snowpack in parts of the
West meant continued water
conservation was needed, while
in the eastern U.S., June was
remarkably dry, leading to flash
drought development in the
Midwest and elsewhere. More
than 350 impacts were entered
into the Drought Impact Reporter.
More than 100 impacts from
California alone documented
water restrictions and water
issues. Texas had 84 impacts
describing water restrictions and
agricultural concerns, while
Colorado had 39 impacts
including water restrictions
affecting the entire Colorado
River Basin.

Drought in the Colorado
River Basin

Flash drought development
in the Midwest

The Colorado River Basin
remained in drought with lakes
Mead and Powell dropping ever
lower, causing officials to take
steps to address the situation. To
support Lake Powell, the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation is
releasing 500,000 acre-feet of
water from the Flaming Gorge
Reservoir, as reported by Reuters.
Another 480,000 acre-feet of
water was being kept in Lake
Powell rather than being
released. These two measures
will keep almost a million acrefeet in the reservoir and raise the
water level by 16 feet, allowing
hydropower production to
continue.

The sudden dry weather and
heat in the Midwest triggered the
development of flash drought in
June. In Indiana, low rainfall
caused weed problems to develop
in some fields, as reported by
MyWabashValley.com. For lateplanted crops, the lack of rain
limited crop growth. In western
Kentucky, three weeks of dry
weather left Calloway County
corn baking in the heat,
according to Murray Ledger &
Times. In eastern Missouri,
farmers were worried about the
early summer heat and the
absence of rain for their crops,
per KY3 in Springfield, Missouri.

Fire damage and dust pollution in Bent County, Colorado. April 15, 2022.
(Photo submitted via CMOR)
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Drought, winds
contribute to early
wildfire season
This year has already been
an active fire season in the U.S.
given the severity of drought
across the country. Through July
1, almost 34,000 fires burned
3,922,641 acres, with both
figures higher than the 10-year
average according to the
National Interagency Fire
Center. New Mexico battled
numerous large wildfires this
spring and early summer,
including two of the largest
conflagrations in the state’s
recorded history.
Alaska wildfires burned more
than 1.7 million acres through the
end of June, per the National
Interagency Fire Center and the
Alaska Interagency Coordination
Center Wildland Fire Dashboard,
as reported by CNN. A little more
than a million acres typically
burn annually in Alaska.
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Low snowpack in
California, reduced
water allocations
The first three months of 2022
were historically dry in California
during what should be the wet
winter season when heavy snow
usually falls in the Sierra Nevada.
By the beginning of the second
quarter on April 1, snow water
content of California’s snowpack
was 37% of average, the lowest
since 2015. The value has only been
lower twice since 1988, as reported
by The Associated Press. While
some storms did arrive in April to
add belatedly to the snowpack,
many cities and water districts
have tightened water restrictions.
May 1 arrived with the
statewide snowpack at 30% of
average for the date. In the midst
of a third year of drought,
California water officials worry
that parts of Southern California
could run out of water later this
summer barring significant
cutbacks on water use, per CNN.
In April, the Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California
mandated water conservation in
parts of Los Angeles, San
Bernardino and Ventura counties
that get water from the State
Water Project and requested that
Southern Californians curb their
water use by 35%.
California water officials
warned water rights holders to
expect curtailments in water
diversions from the SacramentoSan Joaquin River Delta to
increase progressively through
the spring and summer and
continue through the early fall
until significant precipitation
occurs, as reported by AgAlert. All
water rights holders and
claimants were warned to be
prepared for reduced supplies.
Governor Gavin Newsom met
with officials from the biggest
urban water suppliers in the state
and pushed them to increase
water conservation efforts,
warning that mandatory water
restrictions may be implemented
without more water savings this
summer, per the Los Angeles
Times.
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As in the first quarter of 2022, California and Texas accounted for the
majority of drought impacts added to the Drought Impacts Reporter in the
last three months. (NDMC Graphic)

Over 350 records were added to the Drought Impacts Reporter in the
second quarter of 2022, over half of which were related to water supply
and quality or drought response and restrictions. (NDMC Graphic)

California's State Water
Resources Control Board voted to
enact a statewide ban on
watering decorative turf at
commercial, industrial and
institutional properties,
according to the Los Angeles
Times. The board also voted to
require local water agencies to
activate Level 2 of their local
contingency plans in preparation
for shortages of up to 20%.

Stunted corn and crop loss in Edgefield,
South Carolina. June 30, 2022. (Photo
submitted via CMOR)
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Texas drought leads to
increased wildfires,
water restrictions, crop
losses
Texas struggled with drought,
wildfires, limited water supply and
crop failures as the weather
continued to be unseasonably hot
and dry. For farmers and ranchers,
the record heat continued with no
rain. Crop stress from drought
persisted with virtually no soil
moisture. Corn crops suffered and
showed widespread insufficient
kernel fill. Pastures and rangelands
were in poor condition. Stock tanks
were becoming very low, and local
ranchers purchased hay bales to
supplement pasture growth.
Round hay bales sold for $150
each, with some reaching $200, as
reported by AgriLife Today. Beef
herds were being culled due to the
high feed and forage costs.

Early snowmelt in
Colorado, dust on snow
increasing runoff
Snowmelt began early in all
of Colorado’s major basins this
year due to warm temperatures
and strong winds, according to
The Tribune in Colorado Springs.
Western Colorado rivers peaked
between May 19 and 21, per the
Colorado Basin River Forecast
Center and reported by The
Aspen Times. This made water

management a challenge for
reservoir managers and
tightened the season for rafting
companies.
Eleven dust events occurred
in Colorado in April and May,
according to the Center for Snow
and Avalanche Studies,
contributing to earlier, faster
snowmelt. A total of six or seven
dust events occur during a
normal year, but this spring has
been windier than usual, wafting
dust from northern New Mexico
and Arizona toward Colorado’s
snowy mountains. The San Juan
Mountains in the southwest got
the heaviest dusting.

Mormon crickets,
grasshoppers an issue
again in the West
Mormon crickets and
grasshoppers abounded again
this year from Oregon to
Montana to Arizona as drought
and warming temperatures
favored an outbreak, according to
The Associated Press. A chemical
treatment can prevent the
Mormon cricket nymphs from
becoming adults if used early.

Northeast drying out,
water restrictions
enacted

enacted water restrictions to
guard water supplies.

Rapid drought expansion
in the Southeast
Drought conditions, which
emerged in the Southeast in the
winter, expanded rapidly across
the region. Drought in the
Carolinas stunted the growth of
corn, cotton and soybeans, as
described by WMBF-TV NBC
Myrtle Beach. Water levels fell in
streams, creeks and retention
ponds, and fire risk was higher
than normal.

Missouri River Basin still
in drought
Persistent drought in the
Missouri River Basin means
continued water conservation
measures through the summer
and possibly into 2023, as
reported by Sioux City Journal.
Drought conditions and low
water levels in the system's six
reservoirs were expected to
shorten the navigation season by
three days. June runoff above
Sioux City, Iowa was 94% of
average, increasing the total 2022
runoff estimate to 20.0 million
acre-feet, or 78% of average. ❍

As rain stayed away and
water supplies dwindled, several
communities in Massachusetts

DROUGHT IMPACT REPORTER
To view all impacts, please visit:
go.unl.edu/dirdash

DROUGHTSCAPE
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Drought Center kicks off $1 million Defense project to
predict unrest
NDMC Communications

W

e know that weather and
climate can contribute to
civic unrest, especially in
countries with little to no social
safety net, where people depend
on subsistence farming to feed
themselves and their families. The
question is, can we predict civic
unrest, along with the weather?
To begin answering that
question, researchers at the
National Drought Mitigation
Center, based at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln School of
Natural Resources, received the
first $1 million of funding from
U.S. Air Force Weather this spring
(2022) for the first phase of a
bigger project.
The project, “Building a Global
Composite Drought Indicator
(GCDI) Hot Spot Early Warning and
Information System,” is led by
NDMC director Mark Svoboda and
started in March. The NDMC is
teaming up with others on campus,
including Ross Miller, Department
of Political Science, Tirthankar Roy,
College of Engineering and Brian
Wardlow, director of the Center for
Advanced Land Management
Information Technologies
(CALMIT).
In the first phase of work, the
NDMC will develop a Global
Composite Drought Indicator,
based on physical measurements
of water availability such as
precipitation, soil moisture,
evapotranspiration, and vegetation
health. NDMC has extensive
experience working with countries
around the globe to construct
composite drought indices, based
on what data is available and what
sectors are most vulnerable. Socioeconomic indicators that describe
vulnerability to drought will be
incorporated as a next step.
Machine learning techniques will
help guide the team along with
feedback from key partners within
the Air Force.
“Using multiple data sources
and adapting to whatever is
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This Composite Drought Indicator map for the Southern Africa Region for
December 2021 shows conditions approaching 1 in 50-year occurrences in
Namibia and Angola to the west, and in Mozambique, Tanzania and
Madagascar to the east. It combines four different indicators of drought: a 3month Standardized Precipitation Index, Land Surface Temperature,
Normalized Differentiated Vegetation Index, and Root Zone Soil Moisture.

available for a country or region is
consistent with the ‘convergence
of evidence’ approach that the U.S.
Drought Monitor is based on,”
Svoboda said. “A key difference
here, besides generating an
operational global product for the
first time, is that we may have to
use remote sensing data for
countries that don’t have enough
on-the-ground weather stations,
or in countries where they don’t
share data freely. We may also
need to use innovative methods to
come up with drought
assessments in areas where the
period of record is short or nonexistent. Drought is always a
comparison to some normal, and
there are places where we don’t
have enough data to say what is
normal.” Svoboda said the next
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stage of work will expand to
include more partners and to
examine more drought hotspots.
The NDMC works extensively
with United Nations agencies such
as the World Meteorological
Organization, the Convention to
Combat Desertification, and the
Food and Agriculture
Organization, and with federal
agencies in the U.S., including
NASA, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration,
and the U.S. Agency for
International Development. This
project, Building the GCDI, is the
NDMC’s first foray into working
with the Department of Defense
(DoD). ❍
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New map shows the location of weather and water
stations across the West
Leah Campbell
Communications Specialist

F

or more than two years,
areas of the Northwest have
experienced abnormally dry
and drought conditions.
Meanwhile, swaths of the
Southwest are gripped by what
some have called the worst
megadrought in over a thousand
years. These conditions have
necessitated additional
coordination among state
drought experts across the West,
as well as new resources to assess
and track local drought
conditions on the ground. A new
resource, collaboratively
developed by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture Northwest and
Southwest Climate Hubs and the
National Drought Mitigation
Center, works toward those goals
by illuminating gaps in
monitoring stations.
The Overview of Weather
Water Land Sites, or OWWLS, is a
static map of the location of
weather stations, stream gauges,
reservoirs, and ground water
monitoring stations across much
of the West. By mapping where
these stations are, the tool helps
highlight the areas with limited
or no coverage of weather and
water data. Identifying these gaps
will help climate service
providers and partners
determine where to deploy future
stations and target campaigns to
recruit citizen scientists for
volunteer initiatives like
CoCoRaHS, the Community
Collaborative Rain, Hail and
Snow Network.
“If people see these
monitoring gaps, and see where
data are lacking, then maybe we
can get momentum to help fill
those underserved areas with
useful information,” said Tonya
Bernadt, education and outreach
specialist for the National
Drought Mitigation Center.
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A new tool, collaboratively developed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture
Northwest and Southwest Climate Hubs and the National Drought Mitigation
Center, shows the location of weather and water stations, along with
valuable reference information, across much of the West.

The Northwest Climate Hub
region spans a large climatic and
geographic range from Alaska to
Idaho, Oregon and Washington.
Holly Prendeville, the coordinator
for the Northwest Climate Hub,
points out that across this large
region exists a variety of forests,
rangelands and agricultural
communities, all of which can
benefit from fine-grained data to
assess local conditions.
OWWLS shows networks of
weather and water stations,
many of which provide critical
data for the U.S. Drought
Monitor. Some are volunteer
networks like CoCoRaHS. Others
are managed by various
government agencies like
WaterWatch, a network of stream

9

gauges monitored by the U.S.
Geological Survey, or RAWS, the
Remote Automatic Weather
Stations established by the
National Interagency Fire Center.
There’s also the Cooperative
Observer Network (COOP) from
the National Weather Service,
Snow Telemetry (SNOTEL) from
the USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service and several
other data networks. Together,
the various stations displayed in
OWWLS provide information on
a variety of weather parameters,
including snowpack,
precipitation, temperature, soil
moisture, ground water depth,
streamflow, and reservoir
storage.
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A Remote Automated Weather Station (RAWS) managed by the National Interagency Fire Center in Idaho, one of the
types of stations included in the OWWLS map. (Photo by the Bureau of Land Management)

Despite the number of
networks collecting this kind of
information, Bernadt and
Prendeville both say that,
previously, it was difficult to
visualize all the stations in one
place to determine where data
are available and where more
data are needed. OWWLS now
makes that easier, though it does
not include all the resources used
by U.S. Drought Monitor authors,
such as satellite and other
gridded climate data.
Users of OWWLS can view
stations individually by source or
view multiple networks at once.
They can also overlay reference
spatial data, like counties or
census areas, watersheds, radar
coverage, land ownership, land
use, and USDA Risk Management
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Agency payments for weatherrelated causes of crop loss. This
additional information provides
valuable context on where to
place future weather and water
stations to ensure a diversity of
data locations.
“Our partners have seen a
draft of OWWLS and are excited
to have all these data pulled
together in one place, to get that
overall perspective,” said
Prendeville.
Another goal of creating
OWWLS is to help improve
drought communication among
states and better understand
conditions along state borders.
Thus, several states adjacent to
the Northwest Climate Hubs,
including Montana, Wyoming,
and California, were also
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included into OWWLS. The
Drought Center anticipates
expanding coverage to other
climate hubs and regions. For
now, the team will be taking the
map to partners in the Northwest
to talk about OWWLS, the U.S.
Drought Monitor and how they
can get involved to improve
drought monitoring.
Explore OWWLS: https://
drought.unl.edu/monitoring/
owwls.aspx ❍
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Stakeholders meet to share resources and experiences
for drought planning in the Southwest
Leah Campbell
Communications Specialist

L

ast month, resource
managers, climate service
providers and stakeholders
met for the third annual meeting
of the Southwest Drought
Learning Network, a peer-to-peer
knowledge-sharing network
designed to increase the
resilience of communities facing
current and future drought. Over
the two-day event held in early
June in Las Cruces, New Mexico,
attendees came together to
discuss drought-related needs for
the Southwest and brainstorm
goals and activities to help the
network meet those needs.
Participants came from across
the Southwest, with partners
joining from adjacent states like
Colorado, Kansas, Texas and
Oklahoma. Agenda items
included presentations on
current drought conditions and
recent scientific advances,
overviews of different decision
support tools available to
resource managers and
discussions between state
climatologists from across the
region. The meeting, held at New
Mexico State University, was the
first in-person meeting of the
entire network in over two years.
It was an opportunity for
members to come up with new
strategies, goals and projects for
the upcoming year. Perhaps more
importantly, though, it provided a
space to reinvigorate
relationships post-pandemic at a
time of unprecedented drought in
the region.
“The Drought Learning
Network was created to try and
eliminate the silos in which we
are all comfortable working and
highlight how ‘peer-to-peer’
learning can benefit everyone,”
said Brian Fuchs, a climatologist
at the National Drought
Mitigation Center.
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Resource managers, climate service providers and stakeholders gathered in
Las Cruces, New Mexico, for the third annual meeting of the Southwest
Drought Learning Network, the first in-person gathering of the network in
over two years. (Photo by Ruth Sedillo/USDA-ARS-Jornada Experimental Range)

Fuchs was one of the
founders of the network back in
2018 as part of a partnership
between the NDMC, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
Southwest Climate Hub and the
National Integrated Drought
Information System. At that time,
the Colorado Plateau was gripped
by drought, the fourth time in less
than 20 years that the Southwest
was dominated by extreme and
exceptional drought conditions.
Regional experts realized that
they needed to find a way to
share stories, management
practices and information to
capture lessons learned from
previous droughts to help them
plan for future crises. Thus, the
Drought Learning Network was
born.
From the beginning, the
network has consisted of
resource managers, scientists,
tribal representatives, extension
agents, climate service providers
and community members
interested in sharing their
experiences. The goal has always
been to build mechanisms to
share information and knowledge
so that climate service providers
can best provide information
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that’s useful and usable to
stakeholders on the ground.
“The DLN is ultimately a
service for resource managers
and communities to learn from
one another,” said Fuchs. “It’s a
place for drought climate service
providers to foster knowledge
exchange about community
needs, resources and gaps.”
The first annual meeting of
the Drought Learning Network
was held in February 2020 in Las
Cruces to kick off the network.
Though all in-person activity was
halted shortly thereafter, the
network continued to grow and
evolve during the pandemic with
a virtual annual gathering in
2021 and more regular remote
meetings throughout for five
smaller issue-based teams.
The teams were first
developed during that 2020
meeting to focus on narrower
priority issues. In the beginning,
for example, there was a team
focused just on eastern New
Mexico in response to acute
drought. They have evolved as
regional needs have shifted, and
the five teams have grown to
encompass broader, more
regional issues. For example, a
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Drought in Agriculture team
focuses on resources for farmers
and agricultural producers. An
Indigenous Collaborations team
aims to increase planning
capacity in tribal communities.
The activities of the teams
have also evolved over time as
the network has grown. One team
focused on sharing best
management practices has
recently branched out into
webinars, podcasts and radio
spots. Similarly, teams have
begun to find opportunities to
leverage each other’s expertise.
For example, the Monitoring and
Drought Impacts team is
currently working with the
Indigenous Collaborations team
to organize a drought monitoring
workshop for the Four Corners
region. Meanwhile, the
Projections to People and Drought
in Agriculture teams are working
on a drought outlook podcast to
aid decision making for
agricultural producers and
resource managers. Those kinds
of cross-team efforts are
constantly emerging and
evolving, says Tonya Bernadt,
education and outreach specialist
for the NDMC.
“Part of what’s so cool with
this network is that we’re very
flexible,” said Bernadt. “We can
move things around however we
feel necessary based on what the
highest needs are in the region.”
Bernadt adds that the June
meeting was an important
opportunity to assess the current
state of drought monitoring and
planning resources and practices
to help the network plan.
Participants brainstormed several
different activities for the
upcoming year, including climate
and weather 101 webinars at
tribal colleges, more drought
briefings and a localized
monitoring blitz to recruit citizen
scientists for volunteer weather
data collection.
“It’s definitely meeting the
needs as intended,” said Bernadt.
“It’s working really well, and
we’re learning as we go.”
Learn more about the
Southwest Drought Learning
Network: https://
dln.swclimatehub.info ❍
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Attendees at the Drought Learning Network annual meeting listen to a
presentation on drought monitoring. Sticky notes on the right highlight local
and regional drought needs identified by workshop participants.
(Photo by Maddie Goebel/NDMC)

Left: Henry Reges, U.S. CoCoRaHS coordinator, provides an overview of
CoCoRaHS during decision-support tool lightning talks at the Drought
Learning Network annual meeting. (Photo by Maddie Goebel/NDMC)
Right: After the Drought Learning Network meeting in Las Cruces, New
Mexico, Curtis Riganti and Maddie Goebel of the National Drought
Mitigation Center traveled to Albuquerque for the Santa Ana Pueblo Tribal
Drought Workshop, making a detour to White Sands National Park.
(Photo by Maddie Goebel/NDMC)
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U.S. Drought Monitor now provides county-level
drought stats
Leah Campbell
Communications Specialist

M

ay and June brought
much-needed rain from
the Pacific Northwest to
the Great Plains after a brutally
dry start to the year. Yet
moderate to exceptional drought
conditions persist. Each day,
experts and reporters drive home
the severity of the current crisis
with headlines like, “Southwest
Megadrought Worst in At Least
1,200 Years” and “Great Plains
Could See Its Most Significant
Drought in a Decade.”
What those headlines miss is
that drought impacts can change
quickly, and conditions can vary
dramatically over short distances.
For farmers, ranchers and
observers of the U.S. Drought
Monitor, the concern is less about
what’s happening on a national
or regional scale than what’s
happening in their backyard.
Visitors to the USDM website are
now able to visualize that local
story more clearly with a new
tool that provides data on
drought conditions down to the
level of individual counties.
“We’re always looking for
what’s the next thing we can do to
the data or add to the website to
make it more useful,” said Jeff
Nothwehr, a GIS specialist with
the National Drought Mitigation
Center.
Visitors have long been able to
access county-level data through
the Drought Monitor website at
droughtmonitor.unl.edu. Drought
Monitor data tables and time
series — showing the area and
population affected by different
categories of drought — are
available at various geographic
scales, including counties, tribal
areas (as of last year), states,
regions, and the country as a
whole. With the new County
Drilldown Tool developed by the
NDMC, in partnership with the
U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
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A new Drought Monitor tool allows viewers to easily access county-level
drought data, like the most recent drought conditions for Hitchcock County,
Nebraska.

Office of the Chief Economist,
visitors to the site will be able to
easily zoom in to view current
drought conditions and data for
their county.
“We work to give users what
they ask for,” said Brian Fuchs, a
NDMC climatologist and longtime Drought Monitor author. “A
lot of times that means finer
spatial granularity, or something
already generated that they could
drop into a document or
presentation with one or two
clicks.”
Take Nebraska, for example.
In late April, a large swath of
central Nebraska, running from
South Dakota to the Kansas
border, was gripped by extreme
drought (D3). By the middle of
June, conditions had improved
dramatically, with much of the
state moving into the moderate
drought (D1) category. Yet, the
story in southwestern Nebraska is
more complicated. In Hitchcock
County, for example, 100% of the
county has degraded from severe
to extreme drought over the last
three months. Meanwhile, in
Dundy County, right next door,
conditions have gone from 100%
severe drought three months ago
to a more even split between
moderate, severe and extreme
drought.
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By capturing that geographic
nuance and providing mapping
tools at a finer scale, the NDMC
hopes to make the Drought
Monitor more accessible and
meaningful to stakeholders.
“There are some things that are
specific to counties,” said
Nothwehr, giving the Livestock
Forage Disaster Program as an
example. The program, through
the Department of Agriculture,
provides aid to farmers when
their county hits a certain
drought threshold for an
extended period of time.
Nothwehr added that highlighting
local conditions may also
encourage visitors to the site to
add observations of how the
Drought Monitor compares to
what they’re seeing on the
ground through the NDMC’s
Condition Monitoring Observer
Reports.
Drought Monitor data may
also be of use in local hazard
mitigation planning,
comprehensive planning and
water planning processes that
increase resilience. Though the
county-level data has been
available through the Drought
Monitor, making that data more
accessible is a priority for the
NDMC and its partners at the
Department of Agriculture. ❍
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NDMC visiting student brings international insight on
crowdsourcing drought data
Leah Campbell
Communications Specialist

T

here are so many things that
are different,” said Marleen
Lam, comparing Nebraska
and the Netherlands. During her
six-week visit, she managed to
take in iconic experiences such as
the baseball College World Series
in Omaha, high school rodeo
finals in Hastings and Lincoln’s
bike trails, which reminded her a
little of home.
Lam, a student at
Wageningen University in the
Netherlands, spent time this
spring in Lincoln at the National
Drought Mitigation Center doing
research for her master’s in
International Land and Water
Management. Her thesis looks at
what motivates people to submit
observations to NDMC’s Condition
Monitoring Observer Reports
(CMOR) database.
Though Lam had never been
to the U.S. before, this was not
her first experience researching
how different countries respond
to environmental challenges like
water scarcity and drought. Her
undergraduate degree was also in
International Land and Water
Management at Wageningen.
During that time, she spent three
months in Tanzania, looking at
whether it would be feasible for
farmers there to use solarpowered pumps for irrigation.
Her experiences in Tanzania
inspired Lam to pursue graduate
studies. “I wanted to combine the
technical aspects of water with
the more social ones,” said Lam
of her decision to undertake two
different master’s degrees. Her
first, completed this past January,
was a more technical degree to
give her hands-on experience
with programming and modeling.
For that first master’s, Lam
focused again on East Africa,
Kenya specifically (because of the
Covid-19 pandemic she was only
able to return in spirit this time).
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Marleen Lam, a visiting student from Wageningen University, spent several
weeks at NDMC this spring for her master’s research, during which time she
was able to visit Rocky Mountain National Park in Estes Park, Colorado.
(Photo by Michelle Margraf)

She combined different
indicators of drought, like the
Standard Precipitation Index,
with measures of drought
impacts collected by the National
Drought Management Authority.
“The goal was to see if you can
forecast drought impacts based
on drought indicators,” Lam
explained. The impacts she
looked at included many of those
experienced here in the U.S., like
livestock deaths and crop losses,
as well as ones more common in
developing countries, like food
insecurity and malnutrition.
Lam’s research in Kenya
relied on machine learning
techniques that were new to her.
It was also her first foray into the
drought world. “I was triggered a
bit by drought because you hear
it all over the news,” said Lam. “I
mean it’s a hot topic. It’s
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everywhere, including in the
Netherlands.”
That last statement may come
as a surprise since the
Netherlands is better known for
flooding than for water scarcity,
but Lam explains that drought is
a growing concern there partly, in
fact, because of the country’s
flood management efforts. “Our
water system in the Netherlands
is really based on quick drainage,
so all the water coming in should
be as quickly drained to the sea
as possible because of the risk of
flooding,” Lam explained. “But
now, you have more peak flows
and long periods without rain,
and there’s not enough water
because it’s so quickly drained.”
As water levels drop, she adds,
salted water can intrude farther
upstream at the mouths of big
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rivers, causing problems for
agricultural producers.
Once she was in the drought
world, Lam’s second master’s
thesis came together quickly,
facilitated by a connection
between her advisor and Kelly
Helm Smith, assistant director of
the NDMC, who is leading
development of the CMOR system
and serving on Lam’s thesis
committee. “What’s funny about
the drought world is that
everyone knows each other!”
Lam laughed.
During her time at NDMC for
her second thesis, Lam
distributed a survey to past
contributors to the CMOR
database to understand their
motivations for reporting on their
local conditions. “CMOR wants to
have more regular observers, not
only in drought time,” explained
Lam. “So, you need to look at
motivations or drivers for people
to report so you can have
sustained participation.” Her
survey included both open
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questions and motivational
statements with which
participants could agree or
disagree. Her goal, Lam
explained, was to both
understand why people are
reporting and what they need to
report more regularly.
Lam received hundreds of
responses to the survey, and she’s
still analyzing the data, but she
says that several themes have
emerged. For example, the
explanations participants gave
most frequently for why they
contributed included getting
officials and U.S. Drought Monitor
authors to better understand
local conditions and trying to
increase the likelihood of
financial assistance.
Lam hopes that by
understanding why people are
reporting to CMOR, the center
may be able to recruit more
regular observers and improve
the availability of data on
conditions year-round, not just
during drought. She also hopes
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that it will provide insight on how
to integrate CMOR with similar
databases like the Community
Collaborative Rain, Hail, and
Snow Network, a volunteer-based
weather monitoring network.
Her work in Nebraska, Lam
adds, is also part of a larger effort
in the field to look at these issues
internationally. “Not all countries
have the same kind of countrylevel drought impact database
that the U.S. does,” Lam said.
Collaborators in the Netherlands
are trying to build crowdsourced
monitoring platforms like CMOR
in places like Brazil, and Lam’s
efforts are helping different
countries share best practices
with each other. That kind of
international collaboration will
become even more important in
the future as drought conditions
become more widespread and
severe.
“Every event highlights the
topic of water and drought,” said
Lam. “It’s so relevant nowadays.” ❍
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Tune in on YouTube
go.unl.edu/droughtflix
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